Transition-metal-containing (TMC) molecules often have very complex electronic spectra because of their large number of low-lying, interacting electronic states, of the large multi-reference character of the electronic states and of the large magnitude of spin-orbit and relativistic effects. As a result, fully ab initio calculations of line positions and intensities of TMC molecules have an accuracy which is considerably worse than the one usually achievable for molecules made up by main-group atoms only. In this presentation we report on new theoretical line lists for scandium hydride ScH and titanium hydride TiH a . Scandium and titanium are the lightest transition metal atoms and by virtue of their small number of valence electrons are amenable to high-level electronic-structure treatments and serve as ideal benchmark systems. We report for both systems energy curves, dipole curves and various coupling curves (including spin-orbit) characterising their electronic spectra up to about 20 000 cm-1. Curves were obtained using Internally-Contracted Multi Reference Configuration Interaction (IC-MRCI) as implemented in the quantum chemistry package MOLPRO. The curves where used for the solution of the coupled-surface ro-vibronic problem using the in-house program DUO b . DUO is a newly-developed, general program for the spectroscopy of diatomic molecules and its main functionality will be described. 
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